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Dictionary Skills, Comprehension
Strategies, Prewriting
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PDF File
 
 
COURSE OVERVIEW
 

  
 

 
The student will complete all the content standards and indicators required for ENG_LA170. These
include acquisition of vocabulary, writing conventions, reading applications, writing processes, and
comprehension strategies including summarizing and making predictions.
 
The student will be responsible to obtain copies of the following books:
 

fxshrxw.  by William H. Armstrong
sge.  Westing Game by Ellen Raskin

azkl.  It Courage by Armstrong Sperry
 

All three books are Newberry Award Books. The student will be required to read these books, write
several papers including a research paper, and present a variety of speeches.
 
The student will also obtain a copy of the movie Sounder from a library or video store.
 
Required Materials for ENG_LA 170
Please print or save the Required Materials for future reference.
 

 
 

DICTIONARY SKILLS, COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES,
PREWRITING

 

https://virtuallearningacademy.net/VLA/LessonDisplay/Lesson3511/ENG_LA170U01Dictionary_Prewriting.pdf
https://virtuallearningacademy.net/VLA/LessonDisplay/Lesson3511/ENG_LA170_Required_Materials.pdf
https://virtuallearningacademy.net/VLA/LessonDisplay/Lesson3511/Sounder.pdf
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UNIT OVERVIEW:
In this unit you will begin reading the novel Sounder. You will answer questions dealing with this novel
and define several words from the novel.
 
As you read, keep in mind the following elements to the short story or novel.
 

Elements of the Short Story or Novel

Setting
The setting is the time and place of the story. It can
provide atmosphere, conflict, or help develop the
characters.

Characters

The characters are individuals in the story who are faced
with conflicts.
The protagonist is the main character.
The antagonist is the character in opposition to the
protagonist.

Point of View The point of view is who is telling the story.

Plot

The plot is a series of related events that make up the
story. The plot consists of four basic elements:

1. exposition – The exposition is the part of the
story in which the setting, the characters, and
conflict(s) are presented.

2. rising action – New problems for the
character(s) are introduced as incidents build
on one another. This is accomplished
through cause-effect.

3. climax – The climax is the high point of the
action.

4. resolution – The resolution is the point of
the story when all problems have been
resolved.

Theme

The theme is the central idea of the story, the message
the author wishes to convey. Although the theme may be
directly stated in some stories, most themes are implied.
With implied themes, the reader must put all the
information together to determine the author’s intended
message.

 
 
Assignment
 

Read Chapters 1 and 2 in Sounder by William H Armstrong

https://virtuallearningacademy.net/VLA/LessonDisplay/Lesson3511/Sounder.pdf
https://virtuallearningacademy.net/VLA/LessonDisplay/Lesson3511/Sounder.pdf
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 Read Chapters 1 and 2 in Sounder by William H. Armstrong.
 
 
About the author:
William H. Armstrong (1914-1999) grew up on a farm in Lexington, Virginia. He graduated cum laude
from Hampden-Sydney College in 1936, and continued his higher education with graduate work at the
University of Virginia. In 1945, Armstrong became a history master at Kent School in Kent, Connecticut,
where he remained teaching general studies and ancient history to generations of ninth graders for fifty-
two years. In 1956, at the request of his school headmaster, he published his first book, a study guide
called Study Is Hard Work. Armstrong followed this title with numerous other self-help books, and in
1963 he was rewarded the National School Bell Award of the National Association of School
Administrators for distinguished service in the interpretation of education.
 
In 1969, Armstrong published his classic masterpiece, a short novel entitled Sounder. Unanimously
praised by critics, Sounder won the John Newbery Medal and the Lewis Carroll Shelf Award in 1970,
and was adapted into a major motion picture in 1972. He continued to be prolific in his writing output
after the publication of Sounder, mainly publishing books with historical or biblical main characters, such
as Hadassah: Esther the Orphan Queen (1972) and The Education of Abraham Lincoln(1974).
Armstrong was rewarded an honorary Doctor of Letters degree from Hampden-Sydney College in 1986.
 
As told by William H. Armstrong, the timeless novel of Sounder reads as if it is a parable. The family is
held together by its unwavering faith, believing that life will get better no matter how bad things are. The
boy even experiences an epiphany when going on one of his many journeys to find his father, by meeting
a teacher who offers to teach him how to read, thereby opening up his world to the wonder of education.
Although deceptively simple in its language and brief in its length, Sounder is a powerful parable of
poverty, hope, prejudice, inhumanity, and ultimately, survival.
 
 
Assignment:
 
Use a dictionary to find the definition of the word from Chapter I of Sounder:
 
As you use a dictionary to look up words, there are some things that you need to remember. Each word in
the dictionary follows a set pattern. That pattern looks like this:
 

 
When you write definitions for words, you should not copy them word-for-word from the dictionary
unless you are told to do that. A better way to write definitions is to summarize the definition or choose a
part of the definition that sums up the meaning.
 

 Now answer questions 1-12
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There are several important techniques used by authors in their writings. The author’s style, word choice
and tone are important as is the point of view of the story– the vantage point from which the story, etc., is
told. Point of view can be divided into three categories.
 
 

1. Omniscient point of view-is the “all-knowing” point of view. In this, the person telling
the story knows everything that goes on in the story. The narrator is not a character in the
story; he can tell the reader everything the characters are thinking or feeling.

 

2. First person point of view-is the point of view in which the narrator is a character in the
story. The story is told by using “I”. The narrator can express only his/her own beliefs,
feelings, etc.-nothing about other characters.

 

3. Limited third person point of view- is the point of view in which the narrator is outside
the story, but relates the story from only one character’s perspective. The narrator can
reveal the thoughts of that character, but can only express information about other
characters through observation.

 
 
 
Comprehension Strategies:
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Improving Comprehension:
Reading comprehension requires motivation, mental frameworks for holding ideas, concentration and
good study techniques. Here are some suggestions:
 

v Anticipate and predict
Really smart readers try to anticipate the author and predict future ideas and questions. If you're
right, this reinforces your understanding. If you're wrong, you make adjustments quicker.

 
v Highlight, summarize and review
Just reading a book once is not enough. To develop a deeper understanding, you have to highlight,
summarize and review important ideas. That’s if you purchase your own copy of the book. You
can’t do this with a library book.

 
v Build a good vocabulary 
The best way to improve your vocabulary is to use a dictionary regularly. You might carry around
a pocket dictionary and use it to look up new words. Or, you can keep a list of words to look up at
the end of the day. Concentrate on roots, prefixes and endings.

 
v Pay attention to supporting cues
Study pictures, graphs and headings. Read the first and last paragraph in a chapter, or the first
sentence in each section.

 
v Know the structure of paragraphs
Good writers construct paragraphs that have a beginning, middle and end. Often, the first sentence
will give an overview that helps provide a framework for adding details. Also, look for transitional
words, phrases or paragraphs that change the topic.

 
 
Assignment:
 
Write an answer to the questions using Chapters 1 and 2 of Sounder:
 
In everyday living, there are many different types of documents that one must understand. In this unit for
question 24, you will be trying your hand at creating a Missing Person’s Report. This report must include
the name, type of animal, description of Sounder, where he comes from, what he likes to do, where the
family first found him, where he slept, what time of year he vanished, the direction he headed, the special
friends he had, and any enemies he had.
 
 

 Now answer questions 13-24
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Prewriting 
 
 
Additionally, you will be starting to work on the 3 page research paper which you will be completing.
Research means you are looking in several sources to discover the information. This paper should have in
–depth information not skimmed over information.
To get started, you will need to generate a list of ten topics that would be appropriate for a short research
paper. The topic should be one which can be adequately discussed in 3 pages. None of these topics
should be people.
In choosing a subject, keep in mind the age, backgrounds, and interests of the audience for which you
will be writing.
Avoid subjects that are too complicated or difficult to explain.
A writer must limit the subject so that it can be developed thoroughly. It must be limited enough so that
the writer can include interesting details, etc. In most compositions, the writer has only five- eight
paragraphs to develop his/her ideas; therefore, the topic must be narrow.
 

Ø Too Broad: United States School Rules
Ø Too Broad: Ohio School Rules
Ø Too Broad: County School Rules
Ø Limited: Rules in your school

 
 

SOURCES OF INSPIRATION - How do I get ideas in the first place?

 

magazines/newspapers/periodicals/CD-ROM
conduct an interview based on your topic
media - radio, tv, internet
experiences
film - movies and documentaries
music
visual art - observing or creating
dreams
memories
discussion and brainstorming
responding to literature
role playing
research
imagination
personal interest inventories
class interest inventory
book

 
 
 

 
TIPS - What ways can I prewrite?

 
free writing
journaling
image streaming (transplant yourself
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image streaming (transplant yourself
to another place or time and describe
from a first person point of view)
lists
visualization
brainstorming - individually or as a group
webbing/mapping/clustering
graphic organizers
topic or word chart

 
Pre-writing is a way of organizing your thoughts and beginning to put the information you have on
paper. It is best to do a pre-writing activity before you actually begin writing your paper or essay.
 
 

You should use prewriting to . . .

think more clearly

see a start of your paper

keep track of your ideas

practice expressing yourself in writing

BASIC PREWRITING STRATEGIES
Develop Questions

What do I know? What do I need to find out? What is the point of the paper?

Jot List Brainstorm Freew

 

Visualize / Organize Major Categories

Outline

Mapping Tree Diagr

Text:

For the time being, directions for questions are found in the text of the unit area. When viewing each question, go
immediately to the split screen and scroll down to the question referenced in the text. You will need to follow this
procedure for all thirty-six units.

Text:
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successive

mellowed

heritage

ordinary

Response:

following in an uninterrupted sequence

Response:

to become or make somebody more good-humored, tolerant, and approachable, especially as a result of long experience or
a relaxed atmosphere

Response:

1. Something somebody is born to. 2. Riches of past. 3. Something passing from generation to generation. 4. Legal
inheritance.

Response:

For questions #1 through #12, please complete the following.  

1)

2)

3)

4)
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stern

addled

mongrel

entangled

1. usual 2. unremarkable 3. common

Response:

1. strict 2. severe 3. forbidding

Response:

1. befuddle - to confuse or muddle somebody, or becomre condfused or muddled. 2. rot - to make something rotten or
spoiled.

Response:

Response:

5)

6)

7)

8)
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sprawled

lunge

constrained

plaintive

1. tangle up 2. put into difficult situation 3. complicate something

Response:

1. lie awkwardly - to sit or lie with the arms and legs spread awkwardly in different directions 2. extend in a disordered way

Response:

Response:

1. not natural or spontaneous - lacking naturalness or spontaneity because of self-consciousness, reserve, or inhibiting
circumstances

Response:

9)

10)

11)

12)
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From whose point of view is the story being told?

How far did the boy live from the school?

How does the boy feel about his father?

1. sad-sounding - expressing sadness or sounding sad

Response:

the boy

Response:

8 miles

Response:

Text:

For questions #13 through #24, use complete sentences to answer the question from Chapters 1 and 2 of your book.

13)

14)

15)
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What does the boy want to learn to do?

Why do you think the cabins were built great distances from each other?

Who were the three white men who came to the cabin?

What did they put on the father?

He idolizes his father, he talks about being lonely in the cabin when his father is gone, he talks about how tall he is, how
large his hands are.

Response:

He wants to learn to read.

Response:

If the black people were closer, they possibly could stage a rebellion against the white man as they would be talking to each
other more.

Response:

The sheriff and his deputies.

Response:

16)

17)

18)

19)
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Who blocked the door so the white man couldn't go to get the wagon?

What did the men do to Sounder?

What did the boy find when he checked the spot where Sounder was shot?

Write a journal entry that the boy might have written at the end of the day.

handcuffs

Response:

Sounder

Response:

Shot him

Response:

Sounder's ear.

Response:

20)

21)

22)

23)
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Sounder disappeared after the father was taken to jail. The boy is very worried. Help him complete a "Missing Person" report.
Include name, type of animal, description of Sounder, where he comes from, what he likes to do, where the family first found
him, where he slept, what time of year he vanished, direction he headed, special friends he had, and any enemies he had.

In the box below, type at least five ideas you would like to research and learn more about.

Answers will vary.

Response:

Name: Sounder Type: coon dog Description: ears, nose and color were those of a redbone; great square jaws and head, his
muscular neck and broad chest showed his bulldog blood; had a voice louder than any other dog's Comes from: unknown
Likes to do: hunt Where first found: came to father along road when only a pup Where slept: under the porch Time of year
vanished: October Direction he headed: he had gone under cabin and was not there the next day Special friends: the family,
especially the father Enemies: the sheriff and deputies

Response:

Accept any reasonable answers.

24)

Text:

For question #25, think of at least five ideas you would like to research and learn more about. You will use this list in Unit
5, so you may continue to add to it as you think of additional ideas.

25)
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Unit 1: Rational and Irrational Numbers;
Adding Fractions and Mixed Fractions

Text:

PDF File

WELCOME!

We will explore lots of exciting topics in math and examine applications of the concepts
learned in real world settings.  Let’s begin with the basics, and then see how we apply them
to actual math problems that are encountered in every day math.

RATIONAL AND IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

We will begin by looking at rational and irrational numbers.  Rational numbers are numbers
that can be expressed as a fraction where both the numerator and the denominator are
integers with the exception of 0 as a denominator (division by 0 is undefined). Some rational
numbers have decimals that terminate while others have decimals that form a repeating
pattern and go on forever.  Irrational numbers are numbers that cannot be expressed as a
fraction where both the numerator and the denominator are integers. The decimals for
irrationals are decimals that go on forever and never form a repeating pattern.

ADDING FRACTIONS AND MIXED FRACTIONS

Fractions are rational numbers.  We will review addition of fractions and mixed fractions. 
Remember, to add fractions with like denominators, add just the numerators. We’ll practice
adding fractions and mixed fractions with like denominators.  Next we’ll practice adding a
fraction with a whole number and also adding mixed fractions whose sum totals a whole
number. 

To add fractions with unlike denominators, we must find the least common denominator
(LCD), and then add the numerators.  When adding mixed fractions with unlike
denominators, we must find the LCD, add the numerators, add the whole numbers, and then
look for ways to simplify the answer as needed. 

Write fraction answers using the form in these examples.

Example 1:  two-thirds is written as 2/3.
Example 2:  five and three fourths is written as 5 3/4.

Rational and Irrational Numbers

https://prodlib1.blob.core.windows.net/virtualclassroom/vlacontent/lesson8326/math170u01rational_fractions.pdf
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Addition of Fractions
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Rational or Irrational? What is the decimal?

Rational or Irrational? What is the decimal?

Response:

Rational, 0.73

Response:

Rational, 0.33333333

Below are additional educational resources and activities for this unit.
 

 Click on the icon to find and practice topics for this unit.

 
Adding Simple Fractions
 
Addi Mi d N b

Text:

Rational and Irrational Numbers

For the first three problems, use a calculator to determine if the number is rational or irrational.  First state if the number is
rational or irrational, and then give the decimal.  For decimals that are never-ending, write the first eight (8) digits only.

1)

2)

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-seventh-grade-math?t=practice
https://prodlib1.blob.core.windows.net/virtualclassroom/vlacontent/lesson8326/fractions_adding_simplews1.pdf
https://prodlib1.blob.core.windows.net/virtualclassroom/vlacontent/lesson8326/adding_mixed_numbersws2.pdf
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Rational or Irrational? What is the decimal?

Rational or Irrational? What is the decimal?

Response:

Irrational, 4.6904157

Response:

Rational, 0.71428571428571428571

3)

Text:

For the next problem, use the computer’s calculator (usually found in Accessories) to determine if the number is rational or
irrational. First state if the number is rational or irrational, and then give the decimal. Write the first 20 digits of the
number.

4)

Text:

For the next problem, use the scientific view of the computer’s calculator program. If you do not see “pi” as a button, then
look at the menu bar of the calculator program, click on “View”, and then select “Scientific”. First state if the number is
rational or irrational, and then give the decimal. Write the first 20 digits of the number.
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Rational or Irrational? What is the decimal?

Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Response:

Irrational, 3.1415926535897932384

Response:

4/8 = 1/2

Response:

5)

Text:

Addition of Fractions

6)

7)
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Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Response:

Response:

Response:

8)

9)

10)
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Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Response:

Response:

14/12 = 1 2/12 = 1 1/6

Response:

11)

12)

13)
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Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

35/24 = 1 11/24

Response:

29/20 = 1 9/20

Response:

5 41/24 = 6 17/24

Response:

14)

15)

16)
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Find the sum. Simplify as needed.

If a man can complete a job in 14 days, how much of the job can he do in 1/2 day? 

One inch on a road map represents 35 miles. How many inches on a map represent 175 miles?

7 29/18 = 8 11/18

Response:

6 49/30 = 7 19/30

17)

Text:

Review

18)

A) 1/2

B) 1/16

C) 1/28

D) 7

E) 2

19)

A) 14 in
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The graph shows attendance at the school band concerts. How many more people attended the concert in December than in
March?

Jim and Connie start a new job on the same day. Jim works every fourth day and Connie works every sixth day. What is the
fewest days before they will again be working on the same day?

Shandra is shipping boxes. It costs $15 to ship each box and there is also a charge of $25 for the entire shipment. Shandra
has $135 to spend on shipping. How many boxes can she ship?

B) 9.5 in

C) 5 in

D) 4.5 in

E) 4 in

20)

A) 4

B) 150

C) 225

D) 300

E) 350

21)

A) 10 days

B) 12 days

C) 16 days

D) 24 days

E) 26 days

22)
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Find the difference. $5 – 53 cents

Find the quotient.

Find the sum. 17 thousand 238 + 2 million 345 thousand 59

Response:

$4.47

Response:

24

Response:

2,362,297

A) 7

B) 8

C) 9

D) 10

E) 12

23)

24)

25)
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In and Around the Aegean Sea

Text:

PDF file
 
 
Course Overview
 
Welcome to Social Studies 170!  Throughout the thirty-six units of this course, you will study a wide
variety of events, people and decisions that have not only affected our past but that directly influence our
present and future.  From Ancient Greece to the First Global Age, you will explore how the world
changed and evolved.  It will help you to understand the global community in which you live and to
process information.  Experiencing this form of time travel and discovering why people behaved as they
did can be fun.  Let’s get started!

 
 
 

 

IN AND AROUND THE AEGEAN SEA  
 
 
 

Fresco Pain�ng from the Palace of Knossos

 
 
 
 

Unit Overview   
Although Greek civilization began in a small corner of Eastern Europe, it had and continues to have
global impact It began with early societies on the island of Crete with a people known as the Minoans

https://prodlib1.blob.core.windows.net/virtualclassroom/vlacontent/lesson8062/ss170u01_in_sea.pdf
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global impact.  It began with early societies on the island of Crete with a people known as the Minoans
and on the Greek mainland in the city of Mycenae, which we would probably view as more of a town.
What do we know about these people and how did we learn it?  Do we know all about them or are their
still mysteries to solve?  Let’s find out! 
 
 
The Minoans and the Island of Crete   
 
The Aegean Sea is home to a large number of islands, but Crete is one of the most famous.  A brilliant
and significant early civilization grew here and reached its greatest success from 1750 B.C. to 1500 B.C. 
The people who built this civilization were called the Minoans by Sir Arthur Evans, a British
archeologist who unearthed the ruins of their buildings during the early decades of the 1900s.  He based
the name on the island’s legendary King Minos and became an early pioneer in the field of archeology in
the area surrounding the Aegean Sea.
 
 

 
 
Unlike other ancient civilizations, the Minoans did not achieve their success through conquest but
became traders instead.  They set up outposts in the lands touched by the Aegean Sea and came into
contact with other people, such as Egyptians and Mesopotamians.  By sailing to different ports in the
region, they not only acquired objects from other cultures but also gained new ideas and technology
which they adapted to their own culture.  This process is called cultural diffusion; it spreads different
products, concepts and customs from one group of people to another.  Click on the icon below and watch
the video segment to learn more about the Minoans.  
 
 

  Ancient Crete:  The Minoans
 
 
The leaders of Crete’s trading empire surrounded themselves with the luxuries of the day in their home,
the massive Palace of Knossos.  The structure had banquet halls, a throne room, chambers for all the
royal family and workshops for artists.  It also included shrines or sacred places dedicated to the worship
of gods and goddesses.  Frescoes, colorful wall paintings done in wet plaster, decorated the palace walls
and tell us many things about Minoan life.  For example, we know about the clothes that were worn by
the people and the activities that they enjoyed.
 
 

http://connect.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?cdpartner=H11A-0110&cduser=41C3-AED9&blnpopup=1&guidAssetId=31592515-2FBE-4335-8D72-442AFD4347A3
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One thing we do not know about the Minoans, however, is how their civilization ended.  By 1400 B.C., it
appears to have vanished.  Was it destroyed by a volcanic eruption or a deadly earthquake followed by a
tidal wave?  We simply do not know.  Maybe you will become the archeologist who solves this mystery. 
In the meantime, we are certain that the palace was invaded and raided by the Mycenaeans, the first
Greek people to leave written records of their history.
 

Go to Questions 1 through 7.
 
 
Mycenae and the Trojan War   
 
From 1400 B.C. to 1250 B.C., the Mycenaean civilization controlled the Aegean world.  They, too, were
sea traders, but, unlike the Minoans, they traveled beyond the Aegean realm to Sicily and Italy.  The
Mycenaeans learned the art of writing from the Minoans, and they passed this skill to others living on the
Greek mainland.  Mycenaean warrior-kings established separate city-states and built thick-walled forts
for their protection.  Archeologists have uncovered gold ornaments and other treasures from their tombs. 
It was their interest in trade and valuable objects that brought the Mycenaeans into conflict with the
wealthy city of Troy, once located in the modern-day country of Turkey.  Although most historians agree
that Troy’s control of the straits between Black and Mediterranean Seas was the cause of the controversy,
legends gave the war a romantic twist.  When Paris, a Trojan prince, kidnapped Helen, the beautiful wife
of a Greek king, the Mycenaeans recruited soldiers from Greece and sailed to Troy to reclaim her.  The
two sides battled for ten years, but the Mycenaean forces eventually burned Troy to the ground. 
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An Ar�st's View of the Trojan War Centuries Later:  Franz Matsch, 1892

 
 
For centuries, historians regarded the Trojan War as a product of folklore, but this view changed in the
1870s.  Heinrich Schliemann, a wealthy German businessman, was determined to prove that the stories of
the Trojan War were not purely fictional.  He conducted excavations at the sites of ancient Troy and
Mycenae.  Although he drew several conclusions that eventually proved to be incorrect, Schliemann’s
work convinced most scholars that the Trojan War was actually an historical event.  You can view the
ruins of Mycenae as they look today by clicking the icon below and watching the video. 
 
 

  Mycenae
 
 

Go to Questions 8 through 11.  
 
 
Ancient Greece and the Dark Ages   
 
The success of Mycenae in the Trojan War did not, however, ensure the city’s long-lasting power in
Greece.  Its wealth soon attracted raiders from the sea and invaders known as Dorians from the northern
regions.  As the attacks increased, Greeks abandoned their cities and lived in small, isolated villages. 
They lost interest in trade and had very limited contact with the outside world.  Between 1100 B.C. and
800 B.C., their civilization appeared to slide backward.  For this reason, historians later referred to this
era as the Dark Ages.
 
 

The Ruins of Ancient Troy

http://connect.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?cdpartner=H11A-0110&cduser=41C3-AED9&blnpopup=1&guidAssetId=AA06FABF-9432-4287-A985-375E68AA61EA
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Much of what we know about life during the Dark Ages comes from the Iliad and the Odyssey, the two
great epic poems of Greece.  Epic poems are long poems that describe a series of events on a grand
scale.  Although the poet Homer is credited as their author, some scholars believe that they are the work
of several different writers.  Traditionally, Homer has been described as a blind man who traveled from
village to village and orally passed on stories about the Greek heroes and their adventures.  The Iliad
concentrates on the Trojan War from the Greek point of view and emphasizes the impact of the gods and
goddesses on its outcome.  The Odyssey tells the story of the long voyage endured by the Greek warrior
Odysseus when he turned to his homeland after the fall of Troy.  To see what the actual poem is like, read
the opening lines of the Odyssey pictured in the graphic below.  You can also learn more about the
exploits described in the poem by clicking on the icon and watching the video.  Because they stress the
values of courage, loyalty and honor, the Iliad and the Odyssey have inspired writers and storytellers for
over three thousand years. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  Mythology:  Homer’s Odyssey
 

Go to Questions 12 through 18.
 
 
A History Mystery:  The Mask of Agamemnon   

http://connect.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?cdpartner=H11A-0110&cduser=41C3-AED9&blnpopup=1&guidAssetId=E46E2067-F9C4-4886-8F97-45B14F26CF76
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The Mask of Agamemnon, pictured below, is an artifact that was discovered in 1876 at Mycenae by the
archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann.  In Greece, Egypt and other areas of the ancient world, funeral masks
were sometimes crafted and placed over the face of a royal body at the time of burial.  This particular
mask is made from gold and is about twelve inches in height.  Schliemann believed that the mask and the
body were those of Agamemnon, the legendary Greek king and leader of the Greek forces in the Trojan
War.  Since it does not seem to match the styles of others found at the same site, some modern
researchers have disputed this claim and have argued that the mask is from a much earlier time.  Other
scholars insist that the mask is a forgery, placed at the site by Schliemann to enhance his reputation as an
archaeologist.  Even though the controversy continues and its authenticity remains in doubt, the Mask of
Agamemnon is a prized discovery and is on display at the National Archaeological Museum in Athens,
Greece.  
 
 

The Mask of Agamemnon    

 

Go to Questions 19 and 20.
 
 
What Happened Next?  
 
As the Greeks slowly emerged from the Dark Ages, their geography shaped their development.  It has
been said that, although the mountains divided them, the seas united them.  The Greeks traveled the
Mediterranean and Aegean Seas to connect with other people and to trade.  City-states expanded from
villages to small cities and developed forms of government.  Although they were similar in some ways
and held some of the same values, each Greek city-state was unique.  In the next unit, we will examine
the two most powerful city-states, Athens and Sparta.  How were they alike?  How were they different? 
What have we learned from them?  We will explore all this and more in the next unit.  Before moving on
to Unit 2, review the information in this unit; then, complete Questions 21 through 30.
 
 

Go to Questions 21 through 30.
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King Minos was the basis for naming which of the following:

Both Troy and Mycenae had close access to which of the following:

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

1)

A) A school for archeologists

B) An early civilization on the island of Crete

C) A group of islands in the Aegean Sea

D) A collection of ruins unearthed on the Greek mainland

Text:

Use the map pictured in the graphic below to answer Questions 2 through 4. 

2)

A) Hellespont

B) Black Sea

C) Aegean Sea
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The Peloponnesus could best be defined as which of the following:

What direction would you follow if you were traveling from Macedonia to Mycenae:

Trading in the Aegean area provided the Minoans with some advantages. List two.

Why do you think that the Palace of Knossos had workshops for artists and sculptors? You answer should include at least
twenty-five words. Remember to write in complete sentences.

Response:

Answers will vary but must be based on information from the unit. Examples: The Minoans had access to objects from
other cultures and learned new technology from their trading partners.

Response:

Answers will vary but must be relevant to the question.

D) The Sea of Marmora

3)

A) An island

B) A continent

C) A body of water

D) A peninsula

4)

A) North

B) South

C) East

D) West

5)

6)
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The Minoan fresco pictured below shows an athlete engaged in the sport of taurokathapsia. Based on the painting,
taurokathapsia is another name for which of the following: 

Which of the following was not true of both the Minoans and the Mycenaeans:

Most historians agree that the kidnapping of Helen by the Trojans started the Trojan War.

Which of the following best represents the outcome of the Trojan War:

7)

A) Cattle herding

B) Bull-leaping

C) Buffalo hunting

D) Acrobatic floor exercise

8)

A) They both traveled to Italy and Sicily.

B) They both practiced the skill of writing.

C) They were both sea traders.

D) The Mycenaeans invaded the Minoans.

9)

True

False

10)

A) The Trojans were victorious.

B) The war ended without a clear winner.

C) Mycenae was destroyed and burned to the ground.
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How did the work of Heinrich Schliemann change the traditional view of the Trojan War held by most historians? Explain your
answer in your own words.

The Dorian invasions resulted in which of the following:

How have the Greeks traditionally described Homer?

The Iliad describes the Trojan War based on the perspective of which of the following:

Response:

Answers will vary but must include some semblance of the following: Historians regarded the war as an actual event and
not just a legend after Heinrich Schliemann completed his work

Response:

Answers will vary but must include some semblance of the following: Homer was described as a blind man who went from
village to village telling stories of the Greek heroes.

D) The Greeks, led by the Mycenaeans, won the war.

11)

12)

A) The Trojan War

B) Mycenae’s long-term control of Greece

C) The Dark Ages

D) Larger cities

13)

14)

A) The Greeks

B) The Trojans

C) The historians

D) The gods
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According to the passage, the events described in this poem took place after the Trojan War.

What did the companions of Odysseus do to offend Helios?

Response:

Text:

Use the information in the graphic pictured below to complete Questions 15 through 17. 

15)

True

False

16)
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Because they offended Helios, which of the following was denied to the companions of Odysseus:

What do you think would be a good topic for a modern epic poem? Explain the reasoning for your choice in your own words.
Your response must include at least twenty-five words and remember to write complete sentences.

Which of the following is not true concerning the Mask of Agamemnon:

According to legend, Agamemnon served as the leader of the Greek forces during the Trojan War.

Answers will vary but must include some semblance of the following: The companions ate (devoured) the cattle of Helios.

Response:

Answers will vary but must be relevant to the question.

17)

A) A supply of meat

B) Their homecoming

C) The use of their ship

D) Their memories

18)

19)

A) It does not seem to match the style of other masks found at
Mycenae.

B) Some scholars consider it a forgery.

C) Modern research indicates that the mask was made before
Agamemnon’s time.

D) The mask is no longer on display due to questions about its
authenticity.

20)

True

False
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   _ is a sacred place dedicated to the worship of a god or goddess.

   _ was the home of the Minoan civilization.

   _ was, according to Greek tradition, the creator of the Iliad and the Odyssey.

   _ was the term used to define the period of Greek history following the Dorian invasions.

   _ was a British archaeologist who uncovered the Palace of Knossos.

   _ is a type of long poem that describes a series of events on a grand scale.

Response 1:

Response 1:

Response 1:

Response 1:

Response 1:

Text:

Review the names and terms listed in the graphic below; then, complete Questions 21 through 30. 

21)

Shrine

22)

Crete

23)

Homer

24)

Dark Ages

25)

Arthur Evans

26)
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   _ is a colorful wall painting done in wet plaster.

____________was a German archaeologist who worked at Troy and Mycenae.   _

   _ is a term used to describe the spread of ideas and technology from one culture to another.

   _ was the site where the Mask of Agamemnon was claimed to have been found.

Response 1:

Response 1:

Response 1:

Response 1:

Response 1:

Epic

27)

Fresco

28)

Heinrich Schliemann

29)

Cultural Diffusion

30)

Mycenae
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